Mother rotor anchoring in branching tissue with heterogeneous membrane properties.
Abstract Current understanding of atrial fibrillation is based on the co-existence of multiple re-entrant waves propagating randomly throughout the tissue. However, recent experimental results indicate that in many cases one or a small number of periodic, high-frequency re-entrant sources (mother rotors) can drive the arrhythmia. Owing to the high activation rate, mother rotors seem to be located in regions of shortened action potential duration. In this study a computer model of cardiac propagation was applied to investigate mechanisms leading to the formation and maintenance of such mother rotors. For this purpose, a region of short action potential duration was generated by varying the acetylcholine concentration across the tissue. A mother rotor initiated in the center of this region drifts away, and the activation terminates. If an additional heterogeneity such as a bundle is included into the model, a further drift mechanism directed to the bundle is observed and the rotor can be stabilized. Therefore, bundle insertions may play an important role in the maintenance of mother rotors. The influence of the driving rotor on the activation pattern was studied in a three-dimensional model of rectangular shape and a monolayer model of anatomically correct atrial geometry.